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Iamai kantar imrb report

More in IMRB Kantar Media has released its 2018 ICUBE report on digital consumption and consumption trends in India. Annual tracking review; considered a currency for digital acceptance in the country, measuring the changes in the digital ecosystem in India, measuring internet usage by demographic segments, activities and devices. Key findings: The number of Internet users
in India has recorded an annual growth of 18% and an estimated 566 million as of December 2018 - 40% overall internet penetration. The report also projected double-digit growth for 2019 and estimates the number of internet users will hit 627 million by the end of the year. Of the total user base, 87% or 493 million Indians, defined as regular users, having accessed the internet in
the last 30 days. 293 million active internet users live in the city of India, while there are 200 million active users in rural India. Not surprisingly, 97% of users use a mobile phone as one of the devices to access the Internet. India's Rural Digital Cray While internet users grew 7% in indian cities, reaching 315 million users in 2018, digital acceptance is now driven by rural India -
registering a growth of 35% of internet users over the past year. It is now estimated that there are 251 million internet users in rural India, and this is expected to reach 290 million by the end of 2019. Increased availability of broadband, cheap data plans and increased awareness driven by government programs seem to have bridged the digital divide between India's urban and
rural areas. Consewingly, penetrates in rural India increased from 9% in 2015 to 25% in 2018. Bihar showed the highest growth in the addition of new Internet users With one of the highest growth rates in state GDP, it's no wonder Bihar posted the highest growth in Internet users in both urban and rural areas; recorded a growth of 35% compared to last year. This was closely
followed by Orissa. The internet is now more gender balance than ever the gender digital divide is now closed. The ICUBE 2018 kantar reported that women today comprise 42% of total Internet users. In addition to their presence in the digital universe, women are also equally engaged and active in the digital world - spending as much time on the Internet as men. Speaking on the
report, Preeti Reddy, CEO, Kantar South Asia, said the Internet is changing the way users and marketers interact with each other in today's digital world. ICUBETM IMRB Kantar; that has tracked digital evolution in India over the last 20 years, providing the key measurement metrics needed to plan any digital marketing or communication initiatives. ICUBE™ continues to provide
government, policy makers, digital, marketers and intelligence communication experts are required to stay on top of developments across various aspects of digital platforms and services. Add to that reality, Hemant Mehta, Director of Affairs, Media and Digital, Kantar IMRB, said, The The edition of IMRB's ICUBE Imtar report shows that today the digital base in India is growing
more than 75 million users annually – as much as the entire Population of Germany! It is interesting to note that the digital revolution is now sweeping small towns and villages may be driven by increased access at affordable data costs. What is also very interesting, is the increased digital usage in rural India, where more than two-thirds of active internet users now access the
internet daily to meet their entertainment and communication needs. Marketers have a great opportunity today where they can use digital to reach their users – both in India's urban and rural areas. For more information, social relations with us on WhatsApp, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook &amp; Youtube Digital advertising spending in India are estimated to be around INR
9,266 crore at the end of 2017, growing at a rate of 27% compared to 2016. Digital advertising spending growth is expected to continue at a CAGR of 30% to touch on INR 12,046 crore by December 2018, according to the latest findings of the 'Digital Advertising in India 2017' report, co-published by the Indian Internet and Mobile Association (IAMAI) and IMRB Cantar. According
to the report, digital advertising spending is about 16% of the total advertising spending in the country (an estimated 59,000 inr Cr). Reports found that Search took the lion's share of digital ad spending. 27% of total digital ad spending (INR 2,502 crore) is made for search. This was followed by expenses for video and mobile that were around 19% at the expense of their respective
ads being INR 1,779 crore and INR 1,761 crore respectively. Spending on social media stands at 18% with ads spending around INR 1,668 crore and at least displaying ads with just 16% with a total ad spend of just INR 1,483 crore. Spending on mobile advertising (SMS/In-app ads) also recorded a high YoY growth of 34% from INR 1,314 crore in 2016 to around 1,761 crores in
2017. This is because advertising on mobile is considered innovative and clearly conveys the message. Also in the Advertising Avenue app are being explored and used in various sectors of the industry as it is believed to be taking better monetisation. In terms of total spending, BFSI leads digital ad spending at an expense of around crore INR 2022, followed by Ecommerce. This
vertical comparison in terms of spending share on Traditional vs Digital shows that the BFSI brand bears the highest proprie in advertising on digital media with 46% of their overall advertising spending is digital, followed by E-Commerce, Telecom and Travel. Another interesting trend is the growth of 'native ads' as a popular option. These ads operate connectors between
advertisers and publishers. It solves problems for them by providing users with content that doesn't interfere with their online experience and is more likely to be seen by them. Moreover, from a user's perspective, the proportion of Internet users who believe that Ads are informational and they help them in finding the right products/services they are looking for, is greater than 2016.
More importantly, there has been an increase in the number of users who feel that digital advertising relevance has increased. For more information, socially connect with us on WhatsApp, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook &amp; Youtube Target individual and Household groups across all SECs Coverage Coverage 85+ cities in Urban India, 20+ states covering 1300+
villages in Rural India Sample the size of Urban India - 60,000+ Households and 1, 20,000+ Indian Rural Individuals - 15,000 Households and 15,000 I-Cube individuals are the fastest study on the Indian internet market and is recognized by industry/ association - Internet This study for the Internet category includes information on Market Size, Penetration and Use of the Internet
and Internet Usage Behavior. It understands the main challenges and drivers for use as well as identifying future growth drivers. It is widely used by industry, media and government to plan Internet-related Business Expansion. I-Cube offers bouquet syndicate reports that can benefit different segments. These are - Home Segmental Urban Reports, Rural Reports Home Segments,
Broadband Reports, Mothers &amp; Mothers &amp; Children on Internet Reports, Digital Trade Reports, Online Entertainment Reports, Social Media Reports, and Mobile Internet Reports. Starting in 1998, I-cube is now in its 19th year. Of the 493 million ordinary users, 293 million live in the city of India, While there are 200 million active users in rural India.Market research firm
Kantar IMRB today released its 2018 ICUBE report on digital consumption and consumption trends in India.• The number of Internet users in India has recorded an annual growth of 18% and estimated at 566 million as of December 2018 - 40% of the entire internet penetrates.• The report also projects double digit growth for 2019 and estimates that the number of internet users will
reach 627 million by the end of the year.• From the total consumer base, 87% or 493 million Indians, defined as a regular user, having accessed the internet in the last 30 days. 293 million active internet users live in the city of India, while there are 200 million active users in rural India. Not surprisingly, 97% of users use mobile phones as one of the devices to access InternetWhile
users grew by 7% in indian cities, reaching 315 million users in 2018, digital consumption now driven by rural India - registering 35% growth in internet users over the past year. It is now estimated there are 251 million internet users in rural India, and this is expected to hit 290 million by the end of 2019.Improvement broadband, cheap data plans and increased awareness driven by
government programs seem to have bridged the digital divide between india's urban and rural areas. Following that, penetrates in rural India have increased from 9% in 2015 2015 25% in 2018.Bihar showed the highest growth in the addition of new Internet usersBihar recorded the highest growth in Internet users in both cities and out of town; recorded growth of 35% compared to
last year. This was followed by a meeting by Orissa. Reports suggest that the Internet is more gender balanced now. Kantar ICUBE 2018 reports that women today comprise 42% of the number of Internet users and are equally engaged and active in the digital world – spending a lot of time as men. Preeti Reddy, Chief Executive Officer, Kantar South Asia, said the Internet is
changing the way users and marketers interact with each other in today's digital world. ICUBE IMRB Kantar, which has been researching digital evolution in India for the past 20 years, provides the key measurement metrics needed to design any marketing or digital communications initiative. ICUBE continues to provide the governments, foundation makers, digital businesses,
marketers and intelligence communication experts necessary to stay on top of developments across multiple aspects of digital platforms and services. Hemant Mehta, director of affairs, media and digital, Kantar IMRB, said, The latest edition of ImRB Kantar's ICUBE report shows that today the digital base in India is growing over 75 million users each year – as much as the entire
Population of Germany. It is interesting to note that the digital revolution is now sweeping small cities and villages perhaps driven by increased access to the cost of propriety data. What is also particularly interesting, is the increased use of digital outside India, where more than two-thirds of active internet users now access the internet every day to meet their entertainment and
communication needs. Marketers have a great opportunity today where they can use digital to reach their users – both in cities and out of Indian cities. India.
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